Fillip to job opportunities for University students

Celebrations in the university campus

Andhra University is working towards encouraging AU students from the level of getting jobs to the level of giving jobs to others. VC Prasad Reddy has recently revealed the progress that has been going on in this direction for some time and the achievement achieved through A-Hub for a year. Students who come with new ideas are encouraged towards solutions through A-Hub. He said that in the recently announced NIRF rankings, A-Hub stood in the 11-50 band and achieved the 15th rank at the national level. Andhra University along with the A-Hub Center, the Element Pharma Biological Zone, Food Incubation Center, Marine Innovation Centers are being made available by the University. Visakhapatnam will play a vital role in the future in becoming an economic zone.

AU News, June: VC Prof P.V. G.D. Prasad Reddy said that students are encouraged from the level of getting jobs to the level of providing employees to others. Prasada Reddy said. He revealed these details in a press conference organized at the AU Senate hall recently. He said that Andhra University is making unique progress in the field of startup innovation through A-Hub number. He said that he has received many successes within the first year of its launch. AU A-Hub Center has been ranked 18th in the NIRF Innovation Ranking released by the Ministry of Education at the national level recently. Similarly, the Innovation Council has got the star rating in the first year at the national level. Only 5 companies in the country organizations in AU are working towards the goal of working in partnership with it. He said that more than a hundred starter organizations are already working as AU centers. VC Prasad Reddy announced that Andhra University has designated Visakhapatnam as economic zone and will encourage start-up centers on the lines of Stanford University's Silicon Valley. Tech startup established in AU will work towards new solutions through Food Incubation, Pharma Incubation and Mergen Incubation Centers. It has been revealed that these services will start in full soon. He said that he would work hard to train the youth of Uttarandhra districts to become entrepreneurs by encouraging and guiding them. He said that the company Send Logic, started and operating in AU, is working on Chip technology. He said that a grant of more than Rs.5 crores has been received for this. He said that this company is working towards the development and production of AI-based fire useful for education, medical, defense and banking sectors. Greece Gems, another company from AU, explained the process of manufacturing environment-friendly bricks. He said that this organization has already obtained a grant of 50 thousand American dollars. Taramandal, another organization established at AU, recently got an opportunity to work with the prestigious Paris Peace Foundation. Taramandal is the fourth organization working with Paris Peace Foundation from India. Registrar Prof V. Krishnamohan, AU incubation Center c.e.o Ravi and others participated in this program and explained the progress achieved by a.u.

AU A-Hub ranks 15th nationally, and in the fields of startups and innovation, AU is making progress: Vice-Chancellor

have achieved 4 star rating. AU is proud to be one of these. He said that AU A-Hub Incubation and Starter Center is working in competition with national educational institutes like IITs. It has been revealed that by the end of 2024, more than 200

countries around the world are practicing and promoting yoga. He said that normal calmness and physical harmony are possible with yoga. He said that if body, mind and intelligence are used properly, it will be easy to achieve success. Yoga is a tool to know who we are internally. Practicing yogic methods can help you understand the state of}

Yoga promotes the wellness of the body: VC

The Two-day National Yoga Conference inaugurated

AU News, June: AU VC Prof Prasada Reddy said that Yoga promotes the uniqueness of well-being of the body on a wide scale while inaugurating the national conference on Yoga Consciousness for Universal Wellness as part of International Yoga Day at AU Yoga Village. He pointed out that India has the honor of giving the wealth of yoga to the world. He said that hundreds of
**Doctorate in Physical Education to Venkatéswararao**

AU News, June: Andhra University College of Arts, and Commerce, Department of Physical education and Sports Sciences, G. Venkateswararao who did research was awarded doctorate. AU VC Prof. P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy Congratulation for the venkateswararao for the give proceedings. Also AU Registrar Prof. V. Krishnamohan, AU Director of Physical Education and Sports Sciences Prof. N. Vijay Mohan, Head Prof. A. Pallavi, raghu College PD Dr Raju and researchers, and Student congratulated.

**Chandana Bargavi gets Doctorate in Electrical Engineering**

AU News, June: Andhra University College of Engineering Department of Electrical Engineering Research done by D. Chandana Bargavi. awarded doctorate on this occasion. AU VC Prof. P.V.G.D. Prasad Reddy congratulated Chandana Bargavi for her doctorate proceedings in Prasada Reddy Chamber. Chandana Bargavi successfully conducted her research under the supervision of Prof. T. R. Jyotsna. Professors and researchers congratulated.

**Divya Bhavani obtains doctorate in English**

**Doctorate in Botany to Prasanna Kumar**

AU News, June: Andhra University College of Science and Technology, Department of Botany M.V Prasanna kumar who was awarded doctorate in Botany. On this occasion AU Vice Chancellor Prof P.V.GD Prasada Reddy congratulated the candidate. AU College of Science and Technology principal and other Department Professors, researchers and students congratulated Prasanna kumar.

**Good skills lead to better opportunities: TTD chief**

AU News, June: TTD chairman YV Subbareddy said that better employment opportunities will be provided by connecting the youth to improve the skills. Anusandhan Yuva premier, website, brochure and teaser launch was attended by him as the guest at AU YVS Murthy Auditorium on Monday. Later speaking, he said that the Chief Minister Y.S Jagan Mohan Reddy has been working for four years to provide good opportunities to the youth in the state. Skill Development Center is being setup in every district. M.P MVV Satyanarayana, AU. V.C Prof. PVGD Prasad Reddy, Ned Cap Chairman K.K Raju, Apic JD Lavanya, Apita Group Ceo N. Kiran Kumareddy, AU Registrar Prof. V. Krishnamohan, Anushan Youth Organizer A. Subhash, Satish ORM Rao, Municipal Chairman Adilakshmi, YSR CP leader E.Venkatalkalakshmi, Kripajyothi and others participated.

**Prof Purushotham on national panel as expert member**

AU News, June: Prof Hanumanthu Purushotham DPIIT-IPR Chair and Principal Investigator DST-Inclusive Technology Business Incubator Andhra University Visakhapatnam has been nominated as one of the eleven Members in Incubator Seed Fund Management Committee (ISMC) of Atal Incubation Centre of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University (AIC-BAMU) Aurangabad, Maharashtra, which is supported by Atal Innovation Mission NITI Aayog Govt of India and Maharashtra State Innovation Society. Atal Incubation Centre Dr Babasaheb Marathwada University (AIC-BAMU) is one of the Incubation Centres received the Start-up India Seed Fund grant which in turn shall disburse the fund to eligible start-ups in the form of grant, debt or convertible debentures recommended up to Rs.50 lakhs as the Incubator Seed Fund Management Committee. Any DPIIT registered Start-up in India can apply to this SeedFund.
AU News, June: Research under Andhra University Transdisciplinary Hub Training classes on methodology started. Registrar Prof V. Krishnamohan inaugurated these classes which are being held at AU HRDC Centre. This training program will be conducted for two weeks in blended mode. On this occasion, Registrar Prof V. Krishnamohan said that researches are useful for society. He said that AU is the first university to establish a transdisciplinary research hub. Its main objective is to identify research interests and encourage them. The two week training consists of hands on training and hands-on training with experts. Selection of the best topics for research, and skills for conducting community and useful research are more useful. It is the intention of the researchers to do it. He suggested that research should be the main focus of the training program in order to make the university famous for its research on various topics. They want to stretch. Prof NAD. Paul is acting as the coordinator of the program. AU TDR Hub Dean Prof M. James Stephen is supervising the programme.

AU News, June: Sairam Bolla Pragada, founder and director of ENSENS, has been appointed Professor of Practice in the Department of Computer Science, Systems Engineering, Andhra University. To this extent, in the presence of AU VC Prof PVGD Prasad Reddy, Registrar Prof V. Received appointment orders from Krishnamohan. VC Prof Prasad Reddy suggested that Saibu Ram Bolla Pragad should provide his services in order to adapt the students according to the needs of the industry, to provide support to the students in teaching and research aspects.

AU News, June: AU VC Prof P.V.G.D Prasad Reddy inspected a helicopter landing site near AU Maddilapalem grounds. Three helipads were constructed here and these were inspected. Vice-Chancellor Prof.PVGD Prasad Reddy also inspected the helipad landing site and the area where a protective wall will be constructed around the Kali site. Prasada Reddy examined. Engineering students congratulated AU VC Prasada Reddy for beautifying the rocky area by setting up a helipad platform. Also, electronics and communication engineering students will be very useful in this area, he said. Afterwards, the engineering officials were instructed to take steps to remove the rust near the YVS Murthy Auditorium.

AU News, June: The AP Ed cet 2023 entrance exam conducted for admission to Bed courses across the state ended peacefully. 13,672 people applied for the exams and 11,235 appeared for the exam. 82.17. percent attendance was recorded for the examination. From 9 am to 12 pm, the examination was completed peacefully in 77 examination centers in 36 cities across the state. The exam was passed by AU Rector Prof K. Samatha. Registrar Prof V. Krishnamohan released.prof K. Rajendra Prasad was the convener of the program. Science College Prof K. Srinivas, Director of Admissions Prof DA Naidu and others participated.

AU News, June: AU Vice Chancellor Acharya P.V.G.D. Prasadare Retired Sp. Prema Babu politely congratulated him. B. Sivarakrishna, President of YSRCP SCell, Acharya T. Sharon and others congratulated him for setting up start-ups and incubation center for the benefit of various development programs in AU. Raju, Venkata Naidu
Launching space stable space environment due to various technological experiments!! The global platform Paris Peace Forum Tara Mandal is working to control the accumulation of waste in Tara Mandal is researching her services through startups through this induction of varsity students through the "Net Zero Space Initiative" launched by AU A-hub. Although it is a young start, organizers A. Vinyl, Paris Peace Foundation Judson, Dr. D Rajesh, Dr. M. Gautham. She was chosen to work closely with Neelakanta Saver Reddy (PPF). This is said from India. Prof. P. Mallikardusrao became the fourth institution to offer the opportunity to conduct their research under supervision. Revealed for the future of marking..

Chip-making

Logic is currently being conducted by Andhra University. India, International for Requirements served by acceleration (a-hubs) processor chip for these researches in creating less power, less for company students Developing a cost effective chip. Received a grant of Rs.5 crore from ISR. This chip will be developed by Sand Logic, a stable development program at ALM L."Assistance to Andhra University in managing health care protection and banking serving Government of India major R&D sector for great technological improve- ment and COS Chips 2 transition start will be ruled by the organizers in collaboration with Saayana Seaware Kamalakar Dewari, Radhika Kanigiri, Ravi Kumar in elite cohort of Startup Programme. Ramana said that the Andhra University will conduct the research.

Carbon Negative Bricks.. Greenjams

Greenjams is the world's first innovator in the manufacture of carbon-free building materials. At present, the researches of this institution are being extensively conducted through the A-HUB Incubation Center of Andhra University. This company is making large scale efforts to manufacture carbon negative bricks will do Innovations are being made with the aim of providing these Karman bricks at a price 50% lower than the bricks currently available in the market. They are made from crop residues and by-products of the steel and power industries. These bricks are going to contribute up to 50% lower construction cost and 350% higher thermal insulation. The Green Jams Expo is an epic gathering of global innovators seeking innovative solutions to address the global challenge of climate change. Already this company has a patent Owned Tarun Jami and Varun Jami disclosed that they received 50 thousand US dollars grand from an American company for further research.

Olympic run on June 23rd

AU News, June: President of The Olympic Association Visakhapatnam Prasanna Kumar said that Olympic Day will be organized on 23rd of this month in honor of National Olympic Day. President Prasanna Kumar presided over the program at the meeting of the Olympic Association organized in the office of the Physical Education Department of AU on Saturday. He said that a meeting will be organized on the occasion of Olympic in the meeting area opposite Novatal near GVMC swimming pool and national and international athletes will be honored on the same day. Representatives of various associations will also be honored. Secretary of the Olympic Association K. Suryanarayana said that all the sports associations and athletes in the district should participate in the meeting and the Olympic run will start from 6.30 am to 7.30 am. All are invited. AU Director of Physical Education and Sports Science Prof N. Vijaya Mohan, District Sports Association Chief Coach June Galliot, AU Physical Education Department Head Prof A. Pallavi, Dronacharya Award Boxing Coach I Venkateswara Rao, Taekwondo Coach Dr. Achutha Reddy, Badminton Association President Venkata Rao, Weight Lifting Association Representative Dr. Y. Srinivasa Rao, representatives of various associations Ananda Balu, Secretary of Handball Association Gopikrishna and representatives of various sports associations participated.
Yoga promotes the wellness of the body: VC

mind. Happiness is within us. Yoga culture will be spread in Uttarandhra. He said that as a part of this, development of 100 centers which will be affiliated to AU will be done in the coming period. He said that he would encourage the opening of yoga centers in rural areas as well. He said that the sub-centres working under the auspices of AU will be further strengthened. Arts College Principal Prof A Narasimha Rao said that yoga stands as a process of reforming a person. Gurus have come to guide us. Yoga procedures practiced by sages are now available to everyone. He said that yoga is very useful for leading a disease-free life. Director of Yoga Center Prof Bhanukumar said that yoga should be a part of daily life. He said that yoga is being spread with the concept of Vasudaika Kudumbakam. He said that speeches by accomplished yoga practitioners have been arranged in the conference. Yoga Center Department Head Dr. K. Ramesh Babu said that the conference is being conducted in a blended manner. Devoted practitioners and experts in the conference 16 people gave speeches. It is explained that 190 people have registered for the conference. Later, Ramakrishna Mission Secretary Swami Swasamvedananda Yoga Chaitanyam. Armukhananda spoke on Siddha Yoga and Antarctukha Pranayama. Prof Chitturi Sravani, Krishnaiah, Gurunath, Dr. Tulsi Rao, faculty members, staff and others participated in this program.

VC ‘tastes’ the first fruit

Foreign students grow their native plants

AU News, June: Students themselves are planting saplings in the hostel premises. Last year some plants planted. The mango plant has blossomed and fruited. Vice Chancellor Acharya P.V.G.D Prasada Reddy. The first fruit that will become a fruit, is mango. He presented it to the students from different countries expressed their happiness that they were happy that the plant they planted was growing mango fruit while we were there. Researchers from Vietnam are cultivating various types of vegetables in the hostel premises. Plants related to their country are also grown in the open space around the hostel. Vice Chancellor Prof Prasada Reddy praised the desire of the students. Hostel Warden Dr. Rajamanikyam and students participated in the program.

Training in sports is a necessity, says Physio Education Director

AU News, June: Students need training in sports, AU Physical Education Department Director in Physical Education, AU Student Affairs DC Prof N. Vijaya Mohan stated. Director Prof N. Vijayamohan, who supervised the summer coaching camp for the students undergoing training at the Table Tennis Academy in Visakha, was felicitated by the representatives of the Tennis Academy. Later Prof N. Vijay Mohan said that in Andhra University Sports, they are bringing good name to the university by winning medals in various sports. Every year, in more than 70 sports, athletes from the university are selected and men and women teams are sent to the South India University and All India University competitions. He said that sports clothes will also be provided along with TA and DA for all of them. He said that university participation appreciation certificates will also be provided to the players selected for varsity in time. He said that talent awards will be given to the athletes who have excelled in varsity competitions. Awarding of AU cash prize. Vice Chancellor Prof P.V.GD Prasada Reddy has given utmost priority to the sports and provided all the facilities to the athletes in time. They are providing. On this occasion Vice Chancellor Prof P.V.GD Prasad Reddy congratulated them and other officials.
A comprehensive strategy to plant saplings in AU is in the offing: Registrar

AU News, June: AU registrar Prof. V. Krishnamohan said that a tree planting program is being organized in Andhra University. The registrar stated that a plan has been prepared to plant many saplings in the recently developed lands in AU, and recently some people have removed the trees and are promoting poison, and only the rusts have been removed. Andhra University has never cut any trees in the past. No deletion was done. Garbage, litter, harmful dust (allergy) next to the student hostels. Only the rusts were removed. Botanists and researchers suggested that these should be identified and removed earlier. There is no truth in saying that there are natural water flows in the same area. There are no natural prepared water flow channels here. Only the sewage and waste water from the hostels used to accumulate in a pit. In the past, GVMC also suggested that it should be filled and a proper sanitation system (drainage) should be established for hostels. In the past, AU medical officials have also written a line saying that as a result of this sewage pond, students are often suffering from diarrhea. In the past, permission was taken from the Forest Department to remove fallen trees during Hud Hud. We also paid the required fee to the forest department and got the receipt for removing the fallen trees. Newly, no trees were planted in the campus of the university. Many trees that had fallen down in the university were carefully moved from there and planted safely in another area. AU also took care of them. Today these trees have fully sprouted and are reviving. Providing complete safety and peaceful environment to the students in the university. It is the responsibility of the varsity to provide a peaceful environment for the students by removing only the rusts that are a base for unsocial activities near the hostels where the students live. Plans are being made to plant thousands of saplings as directed by the court to plant saplings in the campus. VC Prof PVD Prasad Reddy said that a special program will be organized. The responsibility of preserving the plants around the varsity grounds has been taken up. Most of the plantations have been done. In a few days, saplings should be planted on a large scale or anywhere in the varsity along with the grounds, also suggested. In the same way, the registrar knows that the preservation measures will not be taken. Students will be involved in this program.